The first report of equine atrial fibrillation in Iran
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Abstract: A Thoroughbred horse with clinical signs of inappetence, loss of body weight, poor performance and scrotal sac infection following castration was examined. Because of irregularity in heart rhythm, ECG was recorded and on the base of normal rhythm criteria, atrial fibrillation was diagnosed. This is believed to be the first reported case of atrial fibrillation in horses in Iran. J.Vet.Res. 62,2:53-55,2007.
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Case Report

An eleven year old Thoroughbred horse was referred to Tehran University Veterinary Teaching Hospital with the complaint of inappetence, loss of body condition and poor performance in jumping competition for the last two months before admission. The horse had been castrated four months before presentation, and because of poor post-operative care, the scrotal sac became infected which delayed the healing. The horse’s diet consists of barley grain, alfalfa hay and wheat straw.

On clinical examination the animal was found to be depressed, had mild fever, tachycardia, dysrhythmia, respiratory distress associated with mild frothy nasal discharge. Blood samples were taken for CBC and blood chemistry analysis. Because of cardiac dysrhythmia an electrocardiogram (ECG) was recorded using a base apex lead (Figure 1).

Blood tests revealed PCV 43%. WBC 5500/micro liter (neutrophils 63%, lymphocytes 33%, monocytes 3% and eosinophils of 1%). Blood chemistry showed Ca: 9.7mg/dl, P: 3.5 mg/dl and Mg: 3.6 mg/dl.

Because of the fever and the history of scrotal infection, the animal was given sodium penicillin intravenously every 8 hours for 5 days and again every 12 hours for another 5 days. Fifteen ml of 10% ketofen was given SID for four days. The patient’s condition improved. Although dysrhythmia remained unchanged after the treatment of the suspected infection, the heart rate decreased to a normal level. The owner did not agree for further treatment, so the animal was discharged.

ECG Interpretation: The ECG was recorded, using a base apex lead with paper speed of 25mm/sec. and calibration of 1 mV, before (ECG1) and after (ECG2) treatment of scrotal infection. At the first glance it is obvious that the R-R intervals are irregular and there are no P waves, instead there are many small waves (f- waves). The heart rate calculated from the ECG recorded at the time of admission is around 60-70 beat per minute (bpm), which indicates the presence of tachycardia. The heart rate slowed down around 44-50 bpm after treatment which is in the range of normal heart rate for the horse. Because of the irregularity of the R-R interval and the presence of f wave, atrial fibrillation (AF) was diagnosed.

Discussion

Atrial fibrillation is the most common
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Dysrhythmia causing poor performance in the horse and it has been reported from many different parts of the world (Patteson, 1996). It is more common in draught horses, but, it has also been reported in racehorses (Amada and Kiryu, 1987; Reef, et al., 1988). It usually occurs in adult horses, however, AF has been observed in normal foals and those with congenital cardiac defects (Machida et al., 1989; Taylor et al., 1991).

AF could be either sustained or paroxysmal (Deem and Fregin, 1982; Rose and Davies 1977). It can convert to sinus rhythm spontaneously without any treatment; however, when it is sustained it should be treated. Several drugs have been used for AF conversion (De Clercq et al., 2006; Van Loon et al., 2004) with various degree of success. Guanidine sulfate been the drug of choice for a long time (Muir et al., 1990) although some of the new drugs have been tried with success. Recently researchers in Canada have used transvenous electrical cardioversion for treatment of AF in horses (Mcgurrin et al., 2005). The owner of this horse declined treatment with quinidine sulfate, and so we were unable to attempt conversion of the dysrhythmia.

Although AF in the majority of horses, unlike dogs, produces no clinical signs of heart failure, it has an effect on the athletic performance of the affected horses (Patteson, 1996). This is due to the fact that with AF at high heart rates the contribution of atria to ventricular feeling is nil due to the chaotic atrial contraction, and hence cardiac output decreases accordingly.

Various factors have been incriminated in the production and maintenance of AF in large animals, such as, high vagal tone, atrial dilatation due to mitral and tricuspid insufficiency, gastrointestinal disorders, atrial myocardial lesions, electrolytes and acid base imbalances, infection, a macerated fetus and premature atrial contractions (Pringle et al., 1990; Rezakhani et al., 1996; Wijnberg et al., 1998).

The horse presented here had no history of poor performance before scrotal infection following castration. In this case local infection probably produced septicemia which consequently affecting the heart and induced an inhemogenous refractory period and atrial fibrillation. Although infection was controlled by antibiotic and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs the AF persisted. The animal was subsequently retired from jumping due to poor performance.

This is the first documented case of AF in the horse in Iran although studies on cardiac rhythm of horses have been reported before (Rezakhani and Beedgoli, 2001; Rezakhani et al., 2006). Why AF is very rare among horses in Iran is not known. At first we thought the native breeds of horse are smaller size than Western breeds of horse, however, AF has not been observed in horses with much bigger sizes which have been imported into Iran from other countries. It can be postulated that the horses in Iran have not been used in their full capacity so there is less stress on their cardiovascular system, which may play a role in the development of AF.
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Figure 1. ECG recorded before (ECG1) and after treatment of scrotal infection from a horse on a base apex lead.
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